MINOR COURSE CHANGES

New Course Designator

Department of Art
Old: FAH1492H Retreating the Aesthetic
New: JLF1492H (Joint Course with the Centre for Comparative Literature)

Renumbering a Course

Department of Chemistry
Old: CHM1310H Polymer Chemistry
New: CHM1300H

Department of English
Old: ENG6504H: American Realism and Reform
New: ENG5280H

Renaming a Course

Department of Anthropology
Old: ANT 5146H - Colonial and Postcolonial Discourses
New: West and Non-West: Anthropology and the Notion of the Other

Centre for Diaspora and Transnational Studies
Old: DTS2000H – Religions, Transnationalism, and Space
New: Graduate Topics in Diaspora Studies

Department of English
Old: ENG6954H - Bibliography
New: Studies in Bibliography

Old: ENG8000H – Introduction to Bibliography
New: Texts, Theories, and Archives

Department of French
Old: FRE 2037H - Littérature et folie en Afrique
New: Ecriture et folie

Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures
Old: GER1400H - Soviet and Kosher
New: From Real to Virtual Shtetl - Jewish Culture in Russia, 1917 - 2010

Department of Near and Middle Eastern Civilizations
Old: NMC2227H - Topics in Zoroastrian Cosmology
New: Zoroastrian Cosmic History: From Genesis to Universal Judgment

Old: NMC2228H - Zoroastrian Apocalyptic Literature
New: Zoroastrian Apocalyptic Literature: To the Netherworld and Beyond

Old: NMC2501H - Later Islamic Art and Architecture
New: Persianate Art and Architecture

**Department of Physics**
Old: PHY1493H - Geophysical Imaging I
New: Seismology

Old: PHY1494H - Geophysical Imaging II
New: Geophysical Imaging: EM and Potential Fields

**Department for the Study of Religion**
Old: RLG3460H - Basic Sanskrit Readings
New: Sanskrit Readings

**Course Weight Change**

**Department of Political Science**
Old: POL2011H - Problems in the Political Thought of the Socratic School
New: POL2011Y
Course Description: Examination of the problems surrounding political thought of the Socratic school.

**New Courses**

**Department of Anthropology**
- ANT3045H - Advanced Topics in Non-Human Primate Evolution
- ANT3046H - Paleoecology in Primate and Human Evolution
- ANT4046H - Archaeology of Style
- ANT6008H - Posthuman Anthropology
- ANT6009H – Magic and Modernity

**Department of Art**
- FAH1299H - Heinrich Wölfflin’s *Principles of Art History* (1915) @ 100: A Worldwide Reception History
- FAH1410H - Artwriting, Past and Present
- FAH1458H - Viewing History: The Visual Experience of the Past, 1750-1900

**Department of Chemistry**
- CHM1447H - Biophysical Chemistry

**Cinema Studies Institute**
- CIN1100H - One Film, Multiple Approaches

**Centre for Comparative Literature**
- COL2100H - Northrop Frye Professorship Course
- COL5095H - Giorgio Agamben: Exception and Potentiality
- COL5096H - The problem of translation: historical, theoretical and pragmatic perspectives
- JLA5082H - The Rhetoric of Photography
• JLA5097H - Ecocriticism

Department of East Asian Studies
• EAS1430H - Introduction to the Countryside
• EAS2323H - Rethinking Chinese Cultural History

Department of English
• ENG1008H - Medieval Entertainers
• ENG2002H - Early Modern Ecologies
• ENG2007H - Gender and Song in the Early Modern Context
• ENG2020H - Early Modern Diaspora: A Cross-disciplinary Seminar on the Literature and History of Exile
• ENG2225H - Renaissance Lyric, in Theory
• ENG4885H - Sociality and its Discontents: The social and anti-social in the Victorian Novel
• ENG5040H - Pathological Forgetting in Canadian Literature
• ENG5050H - Literature, Law and Liberal Culture in the United States 1776-1865
• ENG5275H - Elizabeth Bishop and Marianne Moore Studies in Poetics
• ENG5540H - Modernism and its Media: Fiction and Theatre in an Age of Film and Radio
• ENG5580H - American Pastoral: Agriculture and Environment in Literary Imagination
• ENG5608H - Modernist Narrative, and Embodied Cognition
• ENG5810H - Rethinking Literary History: South Asian Writing in English
• ENG5963H - James Joyce: Modernism, Modernity, Mythology
• ENG6044H - The Literature of Protection
• ENG6062H - The Human Condition: Arendt, Adorno, Derrida, Kristeva
• ENG6200H - The World is Too Much With Us: Witnessing and Creativity in Contemporary Long-Form Reporting
• ENG6525H - Environmental Criticism and Postcolonial Discourse
• ENG6999Y - Critical Topographies: Theory and Practice of Contemporary Literary Studies in English

Department of French
• FRE3004H - Rencontres et compagnonnages au cœur de l’œuvre
• FRE3005H - Méthodologie de l’analyse du dialogue romanesque
• JFF1100H - Surrealism & French Cinema

Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures
• GER1550H - Origins: Myths of Beginning in German Literature and Thought
• GER1777H - Locations of East German Cinema
• GER1785H - Remaking the Movies in German Cinemas

Master of Global Affairs
• GLA2009H - Global Cities: Governance and Finance
• GLA2010H - The Geopolitics of Cyberspace
• GLA2011H - Citizenship and Globalization
• GLA2092H - Topics in Global Affairs III
• GLA2093H - Topics in Global Affairs IV
Centre for Medieval Studies
• MST2017H - The Sources of Norse Myths
• MST3021H - Boethius
• MST3112H - Geography and Identity in Old and Middle English Literature
• MST3116H - Medieval Medicine
• MST3327H - Free Will and Human Action in Medieval Philosophy

Department of Physical and Environmental Science
• EES1128H - Biophysical Interactions in Managed Environments

Department of Physics
• PHY1495H - Geophysical Research Methods
• PHY2604H - Planetary Dynamo Theory

Department of Political Science
• POL2026Y - Topics in Political Thought I
• POL2057H - Markets, Justice and the Human Good
• POL2321Y - Topics in Comparative Politics I
• POL2322Y - Topics in Comparative Politics II
• POL2391Y - Topics in Comparative Politics III
• POL2403Y - Topics in African Politics I

Department for the Study of Religion
• RLG3190H - Pseudepigraphy in Ancient Mediterranean Religion
• RLG3280H - Christianities of South Asia
• RLG3290H - Words and Worship in Christian Cultures
• RLG3490H - Buddhist Auto/biography
• RLG3590H - Islam and Sexuality
• RLG3621H - Modern Jewish Thought

Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures
• SLA1403Y - Contemporary Ukrainian Literature

Department of Spanish and Portuguese
• SPA2025H - The Worlds of Alfonso X, el Sabio

MINOR PROGRAM CHANGES

PROGRAM REQUIREMENT CHANGES

Department of Chemistry
• Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Master of Science
• Brief Summary of Proposed Change: Adding the phrase “including at least 0.5 graduate half-course equivalent in chemistry” to the texts. The calendar currently
states “Submission of a thesis, the successful completion of 1.0 graduate full-course equivalent (FCE) and participation in a seminar program”.

Department of Chemistry
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Doctor of Philosophy
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change: To propose CHM1206H Solid State Chemistry: Structure-Property Relations as one of the core courses for the major field of Polymers/Materials Chemistry.

Department of Computer Science
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Master of Science, Doctor of Philosophy
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change:
  - The course requirement for the MSc program will be 2.0 full-course equivalents (FCE).
  - The course requirement for the PhD will be 2.0 FCE for students entering the program with a Computer Science M.Sc. Students entering the Ph.D. directly from a bachelor’s degree will be required to take 4.0 FCE.

Department of Computer Science
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: Master of Science in Applied Computing (M.Sc.A.C.)
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change: We propose to reduce the number of course work FCEs from 3.5 to 3.0. The internship requirement worth 3.5 FCEs will remain the same.

Centre for Criminology
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: M.A., Ph.D.
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change: Remove the Centre’s non-credit Research Seminar requirement, from the programs M.A. and Ph.D. requirements.
- Rationale:
  - The non-credit research seminar is not listed as one of our course offerings.
  - It is not a requirement.
  - It is misleading and could potentially cause confusion since it is not offered.

Centre for Criminology
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: JD/MA Combined Program
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change:
  - The current wording of the requirement indicates that JD/MA students must take 3.0 FCE at the Centre of Criminology, which must include the required research methods course (0.5 FCE). The Centre would like to indicate that the remaining 2.5 FCE must be courses with a CRI designation.

Department of Economics
- Graduate Programs involved in proposal: MA and PhD.
- Brief Summary of Proposed Change:
  - Add admission requirements of the GRE for MA and PhD programs for students who do not have a degree from a Canadian university.
  - PhD admission requirements – students must have a strong preparation in advanced mathematics, statistics and economics, including successful
... completion of MA-level Microeconomic Theory, Macroeconomic Theory and Econometrics.

Department of English

- **Graduate Programs involved in proposal:** Master’s of Arts in English, Master of Arts in the Field of Creative Writing, Combined Juris Doctor/Master of Arts in English and Law, Ph. D. in English (Ph. D. U/Direct Admit)
- **Brief Summary of Proposed Change:** Graduate English is in the process of creating a course entitled *Critical Topographies: Theory and Practice of Contemporary Literary Studies in English* (details about this course, ENG6999Y, are included on Form C accompanying this proposal). As of Fall 2011, we would like completion of this course to be a requirement for the students in the M.A. in English and the students in the Combined J.D./M.A. in English and Law. As such it would replace ENG6954H *Bibliography*. We would also like to make the course a requirement for the Ph. D. U students (directly admitted into the program on the basis of their four-year bachelor’s degree).

For the students in the MA in the field of Creative Writing we would also like to eliminate the requirement that they complete ENG8000H Bibliography. Enrolment in ENG6999Y *Critical Topographies* would be an option for this group of students, but it would not be required.

There will be no change to the number of required FCEs.

Department of Philosophy

- **Graduate Programs involved in proposal:** 5 year PhD and 4 year PhD
- **Brief Summary of Proposed Change:**
  (1) The present Area Exam (consisting of written and oral literature exams) will be replaced by a Qualifying Exam including a more narrowly focused written literature exam and an oral exam covering the written literature exam and a Qualifying Paper. The latter will be a 20-30-page piece of new writing on a topic directly relevant to the thesis, and will include a short (3-5 pages) tentative prospectus of the dissertation. The paper will be submitted, and written and oral exams taken in 4-6 weeks later, during the winter session of the third year of the 5-year PhD, or the second year of the 4-year PhD.
  (2) Instead of two (often distinct) committees—area committee and thesis committee—as in our current system, a single thesis committee will oversee the student’s work from completion of course requirements through the thesis defense. During the qualifying year the thesis committee will have a chair, selected either by the student or, if the student wishes, by the committee members themselves. After passing the qualifying exam, the student will select a committee member to be the thesis supervisor.

Department of Political Science

- **Graduate Programs involved in proposal:** PhD Program
- **Brief Summary of Proposed Change:**
  Item: 0.5 FCE Dissertation Research Workshop
  Proposed change: Eliminate the requirement

Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures

- **Graduate Programs involved in proposal:** MA and PhD
• **Brief Summary of Proposed Change**: Our students must learn a second Slavic language, in addition to the one in which they have a major. Currently, we require MA students to achieve a level of fluency at least equivalent to a first year course in the language. We require PhD students to achieve a level of fluency at least equivalent to a second year course in the language no later than their second year in the PhD program. We propose to move the entire requirement for second Slavic language to the PhD and extend the time limit from 2 to 3 years. This leaves in place the overall goal that graduates from our PhD program will have this skill, but removes it from the MA level.

**MAJOR PROGRAM CHANGES**

The following programs were approved conditional to suggested revisions:

- Combined Master of Business Administration (MBA)/Master of Global Affairs (MGA) Program
- Combined Juris Doctor (JD) / Master of Public Policy (MPP) Program in Law and Public Policy